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What is Centralparq?
Centralparq offers the tools professionals need  
to manage video production projects from ingest  
to distribution.  

It’s a hybrid cloud platform,  
so where is my content? 
Your video is on your servers. The workflow is in 
our private cloud, so security and speed are never 
compromised.

“�Centralparq�understand�the�real�world�of�media�
production�and�are�busy�solving�everyday�issues�to�
make�the�whole�process�more�efficient.�It’s�great�
that�their�innovative�system�now�supports�Quantel.��
Together�we�can�really�streamline�workflows�so��
our�customers�can�do�more�and�make�it�great!”�

 Steve�Owen,�Marketing�Director�Quantel

Infostrada, Sumatralaan 45
1217 GP Hilversum 
The Netherlands

Tel: +31 (0) 35 7600 860
Email: info@centralparq.com

Can I get a demo?
Sure, just email or call us and we’ll arrange  
one at your convenience.

Join�our�next�online�demonstration�of�
Centralparq.�For�immediate�information��
please�call�on�+31�(0)�35�7600�860�or�email��
us�at�visit�centralparq.com   

centralparq.com

SmartVOD has been developed by Infostrada.  
By integrating innovative technology with 
creative engagement, Infostrada connects rights 
owners, content creators and brands with the 
consumer in new measureable and effective 
ways, anytime, anywhere and on any device. 

Where post 
production flows



Instant. Intelligent.  
Ingest is just the start. 

Collaborating in the cloud is transforming 
the TV production process. Even with 
a team spread out across the world, 
producing a programme is faster, cheaper, 
and more organized than ever. Welcome to 
the second phase in the digitization of the 
video production process.

Developed�by�experts�like�you�
Like you, we live video production. 
We developed Centralparq at 
Infostrada, one of the worlds most 
innovative live post-production 
environments, to remove the time 
consuming tasks and bottlenecks. 
We haven’t reinvented the process 
(you’ll recognize it immediately). 
We have joined it all up, made it 
simpler and quicker, and possible 
to do it from anywhere. 

So whatever you decide is the best 
camera, the best editing software, 
the best automation software for 
playout, the smartest archiving 
system, Centralparq leads your 
team through every project from 
start to finish. 

It’s�your�process,�in�the�cloud.

Avid�Tools 
Centralparq works seamlessly with Avid. 
You can adjust ISIS Workspace capacity 
dynamically, control access for Interplay 
users, and produce all the admin 
overviews you need for billing ISIS  
and financial management.

Talent�Module
Idols, X Factor, The Voice… behind some 
of the world’s most successful formats 
is a secret production tool. The Talent 
Module is a content management system. 
It helps the production team manage the 
content linked to each of the thousands 
of wannabee stars involved in the show. 
It handles all communications with the 
talents, checks them in for a shoot,  
and handles the to-do lists of the 
directors. From auditions to live final 
shows, content is a click away.

Graphics�Wrapper
Use the Graphics Wrapper module to 
quickly create video promo packages. 
Centralparq can automatically add a  
pre-defined graphics template to video. 
You decide what is standard – such as 
your programme name and the idea,  
and what needs to be customised.  
All you have to do is add the relevant  
text to personalise it. 

Applications

Centralparq is the solution for your team to manage video production from ingest to distribution

•  With each new project, a unique QR code is 
printed for the media

•  During capture, use the tablet app to 
wirelessly synchronise logs to the timecode 
of the camera 

•  Director and producer notes become meta 
tags in your post production flow

•  You can also upload files for you ingest from 
Dropbox, Google Drive, Skydrive, Box or an 
FTP link

Attach�director�&�production��
�notes�to�content�for�life

Make�new�content�immediately��
available�for�post�production

With�data�&�content�secure,��
concentrate�on�creative�tasks

•  Ingest from your desk. Mediadoq ingests 
your video at the highest speed to the right 
workflow without any manual intervention 
using QR code labels

•  Meta tags are synced with the media files

•  Media appears sequentially in the  
project flow

•  Format friendly – P2, XDCam, SxS, Compact 
Flash, FTP, hard disk and more to come

•  Low res media instantly available  
to browse

•  Allow access, add markers,  
make subclips collaboratively  
with your team members and 
freelancers

1 Capture with confidence 2 Ingest anywhere 3 Collaborate online
Work�with�your�preferred�system��
-�EVS,�Quantel�&�Avid�are�integrated

•  New Avid tools allow you to manage 
Avid environments, auto resize Avid 
ISIS workspaces, monetize Avid ISIS 
and delegate access management to 
end-users and producers

4 Edit smarter

Format friendly P2, XDCam, SXS,  Canon CF305, FTP  & hard disk and fully functional with  Avid tools.

“��I�just�think�the�Centralparq�solution�
is�brilliant.�I�think�it�should�be�the�
platform�that�all�post-production�
companies�use�in�the�future.”�

  Ken�Burnett,�Chief�Engineer�Gorilla�Group


